Two One Act Plays
from the magical hand of Angela Hodges

Production Report

Two One Act Plays with Supper, Friday 17th & Saturday 18th November 2017

Following SPAG’s two hugely successful and well
received previous productions , ‘And Grandsire
went wrong ‘ in July 16 and ‘Charity Shop’ –
March 17 , the core group turned its thoughts to
a new venture for the Autumn of this year.

The idea of two plays with supper came from the
previous experiences
of two of the core
group members who
had been involved in
other
similar
productions, and a
member of the village community, Penny Trapnell who oﬀered her
services to help organise a team of catering volunteers to provide the
‘supper’, alongside SPAG’s entertainment.
Angela Hodges, SPAG’s resident playwright had already drafted the ideas
for two one act plays and set about adding the ﬁnishing touches to her
works. The two plays , ‘Aunt Marj Returns’, a gentle reﬂective comedy and
‘All in the Mind’ a raucous ‘potted panto ’ , once again drew on local
themes, with familiar settings and characters to help create a highly
unique event, pertinent to our village of Stoke sub Hamdon. Even
managing to incorporate a special guest appearance from our very own
‘Brian the Bagpipe!’

A further core group discussion took place on how to
introduce the evening. An idea based on a short ﬁlm
about what might have happened prior to the show
quickly developed into a full ‘Prequel’ and Angela
began to set about writing a storyboard to capture the
planned sequence.

Sharon Dance and Angela Hodges took up the mantle
of directing the plays and rehearsals began in earnest
after the summer break. Initially SPAG used the
Working Men’s Club, which kindly oﬀered its top room
free of charge as a rehearsal space, then transferring
to the Memorial Hall as the show dates drew closer,
with other Memorial Hall users and committee once
again providing the ﬂexibility to enable this to happen.

Filming of the ‘Prequel’ movie took place one grey Saturday in October with members of the cast
acting out the ‘story’ under the direction of Sharon and Angela. Scenes included dragging out one of
SPAG’s members away from his pint in the SWMC and a local dog (featured in the ﬁrst play) being
chased around various village locations, at one point even visiting the local
hairdresser ‘Tomaz’ for a quick coiﬀure! The ﬁlm was edited and set to
music with subtitles by Moira Hulett to create a hilarious silent movie, which
provided a great opening to the evening’s entertainment, setting the scene
for the whole event.
Planning for the supper was ably
organised by Penny. A hot menu
was agreed and Penny rallied a
wonderful team of willing
volunteers to either cook or serve
(or both!) for the two evenings of
the show. A generous donation of
potatoes and minced beef from
Castle Farm in Stoke, helpfully
contributed to meal ingredients

and the cottage pies and vegetarian alternatives served up over the two evenings received extremely
complimentary comments from everyone in the audience,
together with an overwhelming positive response to the smooth
way the catering had been organised.
Stoke Working Men’s Club provided the licensed bar for the
evenings and must be thanked for their support in donating their
time and the proﬁts from their takings to SPAG.

As the second of the two plays ‘All in the Mind’ was based loosely
on the Cinderella story, it was evident that provision of costumes
would be essential. The
Montacute Players were
approached with regard
to a loan and they were
willing to able to help us.
Maria Eames worked
tirelessly to adapt and
create new costumes
using these and other pieces she sourced through the village
Charity Shop to provide the traditional pantomime themed
outfits required. Additionally, she took on the sourcing and
provision of many props too. Although the decision was taken
to keep the sets for both plays to a minimum , a ‘thank you’
must also go to Sarah Moore for creating some excellent
medieval signs for the jester’s placard to indicate each change
of scene.
Chesil Lighting Supplies were called upon to provide the stage lighting for
the Memorial Hall once more and were very supportive again, in guiding
the Producer, Jeanie Augarde, through the lighting plot for the evenings.
Alongside
the
lighting,
the
provision of sound
and music was ably
executed by Moira
Hulett.

No village event
would be complete without a raﬄe and a
particular thank you must go to Stokes
Partners LLP, for their kind donation of two
lovely hampers to raﬄe on each of the
evenings.

The marketing and box oﬃce, including the
design and printing of posters, programmes
and tickets was eﬃciently organised by Moira
Hulett, with the support of Stable Design Ltd.

Both evenings (84 tickets each night) quickly sold out and
waiting list was added! As a consequence, Stoke Performing
Arts Group was able to once again demonstrate a proﬁt
from the two evenings.

This report would not be complete without mentioning the hard work of all the cast and crew who
invest so much of their time and eﬀort into putting on each production. Each evening was a
tremendous success with a wholehearted ‘thumbs up’ from those who attended and thoroughly
enjoyed the entertainment and a fantastic supper. However, the ongoing success of SPAG should also
be attributed to our whole community and the great support the group receives from the individuals,
volunteers, groups and businesses in Stoke sub Hamdon

As SPAG looks forward to 2018 and the new production it has scheduled to start work on in January,
the group can be proud of its achievements since forming in 2015 and the contribution to village life
it has made.

Jeanie Augarde - Producer

December 2017.

